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Theft Protection Disaster Recovery

To provide protection for customers' accounts

To fulfil regulatory obligations outlined by the Canadian Standards

Commission (CSA)

With cryptocurrency hacks on the increase, concerns around crypto

security are growing. VirgoCX is committed to offering their investors

a trusted platform with assured protection over their digital assets. 

 In addition, with a progressive stance towards cryptocurrency,

Canada is putting in place a number of rules and regulations that

require crypto-asset companies to act in a corporately responsible

manner to protect their customers' assets against theft and loss.

Goals:

VIRGOCX FUTUREPROOF THEIR GROWING CRYPTO BUSINESS AND BECOME PROTECTED BY
COINCOVER

Outsourcing to Coincover helped mitigate risk without the

need for additional in-house resource or expertise.

Simple solution

With a 600%+ user growth and a 16x increase in monthly

trading volumes in 2021, VirgoCX’s rapid growth shows the

popularity of trusted platforms in the crypto market.

Business growth

Full compliance with Canadian securities regulators by

providing protection to investors including coverage

against theft or loss of crypto assets.

Regulatory compliance 

CHALLENGES

SOLUTIONS

IMPACT

Founded in 2018, VirgoCX is a Canadian

cryptocurrency trading platform dedicated

to streamlining trading experience and

empowering clients with advanced

technology, superior liquidity, and best-in-

class security.

2M+
Users in Canada

How Coincover protects
VirgoCX and its customers
from crypto loss and theft 

Speak to Coincover about how we
can help your business

www.coincover.com

“We’re thrilled to be working with
Coincover to offer our clients that added
reassurance surrounding their digital
assets. Our partnership ensures
protection from business theft that will
safeguard users from hacking and other
forms of cybercrime in a crisis. " 

Steven Bie, Chief Compliance Officer, VirgoCX

"With the CSA now requiring Canadian custodial crypto-asset trading
platforms to comply with requirements, we make it our mission to protect

digital assets across our platform."

Protection technology 
 to help safeguard 
crypto investors 

against financial loss due to
hacks or theft.

A unique technology
 that prevents the loss 

of access to digital assets in 
the event of a disaster, 

mistake 
or human error. 

http://www.coincover.com/

